
 

Friday 5th February 2021  

Dear Parents, 

 

During this period of lock-down, as we did with the last lock-down we have been able to                 

advance our prioritised cycle of decoration and internal improvements across the 3 schools in              

the Federation. The infant school was completed before the summer holidays and next in order               

of need is the juniors. Bacton will be completed towards the end of the year. The current                 

work at the juniors will also involve replacing the original carpets - yes, they are that old! This                  

has prompted us to revisit an idea we had last year and discussed with the Parent Forum                 

group - children wearing slippers in school rather than their outdoor shoes. 

 

Why are we doing this? 

● There has been quite a lot of research to show that children wearing slippers in a school                 

environment makes them more relaxed and comfortable, especially when sitting on the            

floor for learning and this leads to improved educational outcomes. 

● School shoes can be quite expensive and this would alleviate the need for them 

● Trainers can be better for playtimes than shoes, which tend to offer more support and               

grip when running/playing 

● More hygienic - no mud will be walked into the classrooms and the school is kept                

cleaner 

● Less noise when moving around the school 

 

Of course, when moving to a system like this there will also need to be some rules that we                   

have to apply for the safety of children. Some examples of appropriate/not appropriate             

slippers can be seen below with the safety rationale. 

 

Cost 

Whilst we appreciate that parents may have purchased        

new shoes for this year, the eventual long term cost of           

footwear will be significantly reduced over time. We do         

not want to create any additional expense, so the         

Federation is offering to purchase a ‘standard’ slipper, as         

seen opposite. They are non-gender specific. Please fill        

in this survey if you require a ‘federation’ slipper for your           

https://forms.gle/mppanDEsZmXXLsmz7
https://forms.gle/mppanDEsZmXXLsmz7


child - one pair per child please. Otherwise you are free to purchase your own, based on the                  

‘approved’ examples in the table. 

 

We will continue with children wearing their PE kits to school on PE days. Children can                

continue to wear their school shoes to and from school, or they can choose to wear trainers.                 

Their slippers will stay at school in their lockers/peg in a school provided bag.  

 

 

 

We plan to start this when we are notified of whole school openings, so please               

ensure that you promptly fill-in the survey should you require a pair of federation              

slippers. 

 

Please also remember that it is the half-term holiday in just 1 weeks time, (Monday 15 to                 

Friday 19 February), a time to rest and recover from a half-term of online learning. 

 

Also, don’t forget to check out our Screen Free Friday Photo Gallery 

 

Regards 

 

Simon Wakeman Abi Howett Emie Croft 

Executive Head Head of School MIS Head of School MJS 

 

 

 

 

APPROVED TYPE - firm sole, covers entire foot - style that will stay on foot 

 

 

  

NOT SUITABLE - no firm sole, does not cover the entire foot, boot, dangly items, oversized 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mypFpDPMqtEJ7AyXeYfobN5gVS7RRXu0?usp=sharing


 
 

 



 

 
 

 



 

 



 


